Unify PBIS Site Team in order to create an analytic roll-out for 2011-12.

Review history and purpose of PBIS at Fairfax.

Why? Main Idea (red)

Why do we have PBIS at Fairfax?

- 2011-12 S3-Grant
- Create support and interventions to benefit students and teachers
- Analysis of data asking teachers and students
- To challenge generate possible system of solutions
- Discipline referral problems

How can we develop an effective system for PBIS at Fairfax?

Where? How do you know? (green)

Creation of Site Team to oversee system implementation

Understand purpose benefit

Advisory
- Student Council
- Reward Chart
- Expectations Matrix

Interventions analysed

What is your perspective?

- Staff, teacher, counselor, admin

Who or What? Point of View? (blue)
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